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A recent Testbiotech survey shows that DNA fragments from transgenic plants are increasingly found
in animal tissue such as milk, inner organs and muscles. Most recently, in April 2010, scientists from
Italy reported DNA sequences stemming from genetically engineered soy in milk from goats. These
DNA fragments are presumably, entering the blood stream from the gut and then from there
reaching the udder and the milk. Traces of specific DNA were also identified in kids fed with the
goat’s milk. These findings are not the first to be reported after DNA fragments have been found in
the tissue of animals fed with transgenic plants. A few years ago, DNA from genetically engineered
maize was found in samples from pigs. More recently, research found traces from transgenic plants
in the organs of fish, namely rainbow trout and tilapia. In fish, the gene sequences were found in
nearly all inner organs.

“Recent publications could lend support to those stakeholders in favour of labelling products such as
meat, milk and eggs derived from animals fed with genetically engineered plants. If the methods for
sampling DNA get even better, those traces will be found more often in future,” says Christoph Then
from Testbiotech. “So far detection is not possible in each and every case. Most frequently these
traces seem to occur in fish.”

In the past, several experts and also the European Food Safety Authority EFSA were of the opinion
that specific DNA fragments related to transgenic material, could not be detected in animals. For
years now it has been known that in general, DNA from plants is not completely degraded in the gut,
and can be found in inner organs, the blood stream and even in the offspring of mice.

In Testbiotech’s opinion, mandatory labelling of those products is important for consumers interested
in more transparency about how genetically engineered plants are used. Millions of tons of
genetically engineered soy are fed to animals such as pigs, poultry and cattle in Europe. Most
experts think that products derived from those animals are not likely to pose a health risk. There is
however, a need for further research since for unknown reasons some enzyme activity in kids fed
with goat’s milk containing specific DNA was found to be enhanced.
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